Prediction of Plasma Membrane Cholesterol from 7-Transmembrane Receptor Using Hybrid Machine Learning Algorithm
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Abstract – The researches have been made on G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) over the long-ago decades. GPCR is also named as 7-transmembrane (7TM) receptor. According to biological prospective GPCRs consist of large protein family with respective subfamilies and are mediated by different physiological phenomena like taste, smell, vision etc. The main functionality of these 7TM receptors is signal transduction among various cells. In human genome, cell membrane plays significant role. All cells are made up of trillion of cells and have dissimilar functionality. Cell membrane composed of different components. GPCRs are reported to be modulated by membrane cholesterol by interacting with cholesterol recognition amino acid consensus (L/V-X(1-5)-Y-X(1-5)-K/R) (CRAC) or reverse orientation of CRAC (R/K-X(1-5)-Y-X(1-5)-L/V) (CARC) motifs present in the TM helices. Among all, cholesterol is one who is regulated by membrane proteins. Here we took GPCR as membrane proteins and this protein modulates membrane cholesterol. According to cell biology, GPCR regulates a wide diversity of vital cellular processes and are targeted by a huge fraction of approved drugs. In this paper we have concentrated our investigation on membrane protein with membrane cholesterol. A hybrid algorithm consisting of spectral clustering and support vector machine is proposed for prediction of membrane cholesterol with GPCR. Spectral clustering uses graph nodes for calculating the cluster points and also it considers other concept such as similarity matrix, low-dimensional space for projecting the data points and upon this parameter at last construct the cluster centre. Supervised learning method is used for solving regression and classification problems. From the analysis we found that our result shows better prediction accuracy in terms of time complexity when compared with two existing models such as fuzzy c-means (FCM) and rough set with FCM model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In mammalian cells, so many important components are included with their diversified functionality. In recent decades, all researches have been going on cell biology. Because huge amount of unsolved issues are still there and varieties of challenges were emerged day by day. In this manuscript our focal point of research is on membrane cholesterol with plasma membrane protein. Plasma membrane is also known as biological membrane or cell membrane which surrounds every living cell to separate the internal stimuli from the outside stimuli and it is made up of bilayer, membrane proteins and carbohydrates in addition with phospholipids shown in figure 1 [1-7]. Basically, plasma membrane is semi-permeable in nature.
By nature cholesterol is amphipathic and it has both hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions. Foremost work of cholesterol in plasma membrane is that it impacts the fluidness and facilitates to produce an effectual dispersal barrier. In the plasma membrane all gaps amongst phospholipids are filled up by cholesterol and also it forbids water soluble molecules from diffusive all around the plasma membrane which is shown in figure 2. A vital purpose of cholesterol is hormone production, Vitamin D production and bile production. Due to much deposit of lipoproteins (LDL) in cell wall, heart disease and other forms of cardiovascular diseases are basically shown in case of human body [8-13].

GPCRs are also called as 7 transmembrane (7-TM) receptors. They are treated as the most important diverse protein families in mammalian genomes.

GPCR is a bigger super family among all cell membrane proteins. It includes above 820 genes with their sub family and symbolized main targets in the development of novel drug candidates in all clinical areas. This family mostly known as larger receptor protein family and are involved in transmitting signals from a diversity of stimuli exterior part to its inside part of cells [13-18]. These families take part in a vital task in physiology by facilitating interaction among cell through recognition of dissimilar ligands, together with nucleosides, bioactive peptides, lipids and amines. Membrane Cholesterol is another imperative component of cellular membrane and has been reported to have a modulatory role in the function of a number of GPCRs. Due to novel functionality of GPCR protein with membrane lipids; it has come out as an exciting domain of research. Cholesterol is a waxy like substances and it is hydrophobic in nature. All cellular cholesterols are distributed unlikely inside the membrane from N-C terminus and to identify cholesterol binding sites of all motifs among seven helices named as helix 1 to helix 7 which is shown if figure 3 below [19-22].

Most of the researchers focused their work only on plasma membrane receptor like GPCR. Because GPCR is the largest super family among all the receptors in cell biology and has much functionality such as cell signaling, drug targeting etc. We know that it is an emerging area of research so many researchers have implemented varieties of algorithms upon it like support vector machine, naive Bayes, neural network, fuzzy c-means [21-30] etc. Therefore we have concentrated our experiment on GPCR along with membrane cholesterol which is an innovative idea. Here we proposed a hybrid spectral clustering based FCM model to predict the valid motif sequence(s) from different helices and also compared our proposed model with other two traditional models to showcase the efficacy of proposed model. The said model discovered improved result like more number of targeted promising motif types which could be used for drug design for patients. The rest part of the paper is ordered as follows. In part 2 data set of cholesterol with GPCR proteins and proposed model is discussed. Part 3 explains methodologies with experimental work and finally in part 4 we conclude our work with valid results.

2. DATASET AND PROPOSED MODEL DESCRIPTION

2.1 DATASET DESCRIPTION

From uniprot database [31] we have collected the total helical sequences of each protein. Length of each helix may vary according with their gene ID. Total 820 known proteins with their amino acid sequences reside in database. All helices have individual trans-
membrane region which is the combination of different amino acids. All database genes contain 7 helices that means from helix 1 to helix 7. Another dataset is membrane cholesterol motif sequence. We prepared a cholesterol dictionary on basis of two algorithms that is CRAC for forward orientation and CARC for backward orientation. Table 1 denotes the possible cholesterol motif using forward and backward sequences with the presence of amino acid. Figure 4 shows one helical file snapshot which was retrieved from database.

**Table 1.** All probable motif type that is mixture of cholesterol plus X which signifies the arrangement of amino acid that can be different from (one to twenty).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Motif</th>
<th>FORWARD MOTIF FORMULA</th>
<th>BACKWARD MOTIF FORMULA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 to 15</td>
<td>L/V1YiR/K, L/V1Y5R/K</td>
<td>K/R1Y/F1L/V, K/R1Y/F5L/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 to 25</td>
<td>L/V2YiR/K, L/V2Y5R/K</td>
<td>K/R2Y/F1L/V, K/R2Y/F5L/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 to 35</td>
<td>L/V3YiR/K, L/V3Y5R/K</td>
<td>K/R3Y/F1L/V, K/R3Y/F5L/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 to 45</td>
<td>L/V4YiR/K, L/V4Y5R/K</td>
<td>K/R4Y/F1L/V, K/R4Y/F5L/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 to 55</td>
<td>L/V5YiR/K, L/V5Y5R/K</td>
<td>K/R5Y/F1L/V, K/R5Y/F5L/V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4.** Snapshot of one helical protein

### 2.2 PROPOSED MODEL

In eukaryotic membrane, cellular cholesterol plays a vital role and is modulated by GPCR which is renowned as cell signalling among intracellular with extracellular leaflets. So many receptors and transporters are available in mammalian cell. But our research focuses on superfAMILY GPCR receptor with membrane cholesterol. GPCR regulate a wide diversity of vital cellular processes and are targeted by a huge fraction of approved drugs. The workflow is explained in Figure 5 and step wise elaboration is mentioned below.

**Step-1:** Firstly, we have collected GPCR proteins with their respective helices from uniprot database. And also have constructed cholesterol dictionary with the help of CRAC and CARC algorithm for both forward and backward direction.

**Step-2:** Then we took matching position of both dataset to find the backward and forward motif using Rabin-Karp string matching algorithm [1].

**Step-3:** In the next step we have applied hybrid spectral clustering with support vector machine method for both CRAC and CARC algorithm.

**Step-4:** Finally, we found our targeted valid motif which have clinical relevance.

### 3. METHODOLOGY WITH EXPERIMENTAL DISCUSSION

#### 3.1 SPECTRAL CLUSTERING

In various fields like bioinformatics, image processing, networking, data mining etc. clustering approaches have been widely used for solving the numerous problems. In every aspect clusters are formed according with their similarity of data objects. As we know that clustering is an unsupervised machine learning-based algorithm that comprises a group of data points into clusters so that the objects belong to the same group. In our paper we used spectral clustering algorithm on forward and backward motif of membrane cholesterol to distinguish the motif sequences with the help of cluster. Spectral clustering uses graph nodes for calculating the cluster points and also it considers other con-
cepts such as similarity matrix, low-dimensional space for projecting the data points and upon this parameter, at last constructs the cluster centre [32-34].

**Algorithm: Spectral Clustering**

**Input:**
- Data set $Y = \{y_1, ... , y_n\}$, Initialize $\sigma$ scaling start on:

**Step 1:** All data are preprocessing with the help of scaling method

**Step 2:** Make an Affinity matrix $A_{ik} = \exp \left(-\frac{\|d_i-d_k\|^2}{2\sigma^2}\right)$

**Step 3:** Put up a Laplacian matrix $L_{norm} = I - P^{-1}A P^{-1}$

**Step 4:** Work out the $k$ largest Eigen vectors

**Step 5:** matrix is $X = \{u_1, ... , u_n\} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times k}$

**Step 6:** Outline a matrix $W$ from $X$ as $W_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij}}{\left(\sum x_{ij}\right)^{1/2}}$

**Step 7:** Cluster every one $W$ by $k$-means

**Step 8:** Allocate the $X_i$ to cluster $j$ if $W_{ij}$ is assign to cluster $j$

### 3.2 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM)

In recent days, classification approach has been treated as one of the powerful tool for dissimilar applications like protein structure prediction, text categorization, face recognition, fingerprint recognition, speech recognition, data classification, micro-array gene expression, etc. In this paper we have applied a novel approach spectral with SVM algorithm on our dataset. Basically, this supervised learning method is used for solving regression and classification problems. SVM theory is always characterizing the decision boundaries using the decision plane concepts [35-37].

A training set that includes label pairs $(w_i, v_i)$, $i = 1, ..., n$ every $w$ here $w_i \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and $v_i \in \{profit, loss\}$, SVM algorithm wants outcome with the help of optimization problem that is stated below.

$$\min_{x, \lambda} \frac{1}{2} \|x\|^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{n} \xi_i$$ (1)

Subject to: $v_i (\langle w_i, x \rangle + y) \geq 1 - \xi_i, \xi_i \geq 0$. (2)

In equation (3) decision function is denoted as

$$P = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i a_i B(x_i, x) + \rho$$ (3)

With help of the kernel function $\Phi$, training vector $w$ is mapped with their dimensional space. According to SVM concept all data points are classified using hyper planes even if it is impracticable for receiving linear solution in case of two dimensional spaces. For this reason we are using kernel function $k(u_i, u_j) \equiv \Phi(u_i)^T \Phi(u_j)$ for multidimensional data. Utilizing divergent kernels function, this algorithm is trained which is shown in below equations (4), (5) and (6).

(i) Linear kernel:

$$\langle u_i, u_j \rangle = u_i^T u_j$$ (4)

(ii) Polynomial kernel:

$$f(u_i, u_j) = \langle u_i^T u_j + r \rangle^\gamma, \gamma > 0,$$ (5)

and

(iii) Radial Basis kernel

$$f(u_i, u_j) = \exp(-\gamma \| u_i - u_j \|^2), \gamma$$ (6)

The entire kernel arguments such as $C, \gamma, r$, and $\epsilon$ are initialized utilizing the dataset. All kernel parameters are affected based upon the size of training data [35-40].

### 3.3 EXPERIMENTAL PART ELABORATION

The work flow of our manuscript is finished using windows 10 operating system plus Intel i5 processor with hard disk of 8 GB for finishing the experimental part and here Python 3.7 is used for coding purpose. To compute the overall performance here we took helical data of GPCR receptor with dictionary of cholesterol. The work flow of our model is elaborated step wise manner.

Step 1: In very beginning step, first of all extracted the individual helix protein data of GPCR receptor from uniprot database like, protein Id, helix name (h1-h7) and length of the protein whichever is the mixture of different amino acid. Next dataset cholesterol is also computed based on CRAC/CARC approach.

Step 2: After collecting both dataset sequences we used sliding window concept on both to find out the separate motif sequences of backward and forward region. Window size is as $W = \{w5, w6, w7, w8, w9, w10, w11, w12, w13\}$. The formula for cholesterol dictionary is CRAC and CARC.

Step 3: After completion of step 2 work, we move to next step where we applied our proposed algorithm spectral clustering and SVM for prediction of membrane cholesterol with membrane receptor GPCR. Our proposed algorithm is well suited for both the datasets. The foremost objective of this paper is to find out valid signature motif from prediction.

Here in below, Table 4 shows resultant prediction of cholesterol from GPCR receptor for forward motif. In this table we have taken two columns which have represented as Id number proteins with their motif type, motif sequences with helix name. The entire predicted motifs are found using CRAC ($L/V X_{15} Y X_{15}$ K/R) formula. Here we can explain one result. With protein id P30550 which is included in motif type 55 ($L/V XXXXX Y XXXXXX K/R$) which means first position amino acid $L/V$ is present and last position amino acid $K/R$ is present. Expect $1^{st}$ and last position another position is their where another amino acid $Y$ is present. Therefore, our motif sequence is like LSIIIYYYYFIAK. In this case first position is followed by $L$, after then 5 different amino
are predicted using the proposed algorithm.

Identification number of protein with Motif Type | Sequence of motif and helix name | Identification number of protein with Motif Type | Sequence of motif and helix name
--- | --- | --- | ---
P30550 (55) | LSISVYYTIAK (helix 5) | P11229 (44) | VMCTLYWYIR (helix 5)
Q13585 (55) | LIVGFCYRWTK (helix 5) | P08912 (44) | VMTILYCYIR (helix 5)
P28336 (35) | LAIISYHTIAK (helix 5) | Q14833 (44) | VTCTRYAHTK (helix 5)
P49683 (55) | LVLSSVYRVSQKV (helix 5) | P16473 (42) | WICVCCYVK (helix 5)
P32745 (55) | LVLCCCLLVQKV (helix 5) | Q9UB5Y (52) | WNVFYQYKV (helix 5)
P32248 (54) | LAMSFQVLRQ (helix 5) | Q8NH63 (52) | VLNQPSWQKV (helix 5)
P25025 (54) | LMLFCYQFTLR (helix 5) | Q14833 (52) | VSLGMKYMPK (helix 5)
O43193 (54) | LCLSLGFQGR (helix 5) | Q15303 (52) | VSLGMKYMPK (helix 5)
P41146 (54) | LVSYSCSMIR (helix 5) | Q14833 (52) | VALGMKYMPK (helix 5)
Q96691 (55) | LTLAAYLAGLR (helix 5) | O00222 (52) | VSLGMKYMPK (helix 5)
P51582 (54) | LVTNLCYGLMAR (helix 5) | P29275 (52) | VNVNPIVYAR (helix 5)
Q9UKP6 (54) | LLGGLARLAR (helix 5) | P41968 (52) | VIDPILYAFR (helix 7)
P08908 (54) | LLMLGLGCRFIR (helix 5) | P33032 (52) | VMDPILYAFR (helix 7)
Q9NPB9 (54) | LMGVVCYFGR (helix 5) | Q9684 (52) | VMPVSLYSLR (helix 7)
O43603 (44) | VLG TLTYARTL (helix 5) | P46202 (52) | LPNVLVAYFLGQR (helix 7)
P32239 (44) | VMAYVGLSIR (helix 5) | P41213 (52) | LDVLYFLQAGQR (helix 7)
P41146 (44) | VISVCSYSLIR (helix 5) | P30411 (45) | LNPLVYYVIGKR (helix 7)

Table 4. Resultant prediction of cholesterol from GPCR receptor for forward motif

Identification number of protein with Motif Type | Sequence of motif and helix name | Identification number of protein with Motif Type | Sequence of motif and helix name
--- | --- | --- | ---
P41146 (55) | KTATNIIYFLNL (helix 2) | P21453 (42) | REGSMFVHL (helix 3)
P55085 (55) | KHPWYMYANNL (helix 2) | P21452 (42) | RACYFQNL (helix 3)
Q99500 (55) | KFHRNMYFFGLNL (helix 2) | Q9NYW4 (42) | RLYSIFVHNL (helix 3)
O00421 (55) | KRVLHNNLNLAV (helix 2) | P32248 (35) | KMSSFGMLL (helix 3)
Q9Y271 (55) | KSAFQVMINLAV (helix 2) | P25024 (35) | KEVNYSFQNL (helix 3)
Q969V1 (55) | KTVPDIVCNLAV (helix 2) | P47900 (35) | KLQRFHFNVL (helix 3)
Q9GZQ4 (55) | KTPNTYFLSFLAV (helix 2) | P12431 (35) | KLVRFLEFYNL (helix 3)
P31391 (55) | KTATNIIYFLNL (helix 2) | P15182 (35) | KFVRFLEFYNL (helix 3)
P50052 (55) | KKVSFSYFLNL (helix 2) | Q9NYW0 (35) | KIANFNSYFL (helix 3)
OA3193 (55) | RTTONTLYGLAV (helix 2) | P46904 (52) | RTWLIFLAV (helix 6)
Q9H88R (55) | RPTNYYFLSFLAV (helix 2) | P25024 (52) | RAMRFIVAV (helix 6)
P23945 (54) | KLVPRFLMCL (helix 2) | P25025 (52) | RAMRFIVAV (helix 6)
P22888 (54) | KLVPRFLMCL (helix 2) | P30559 (52) | RTVMKMTFIV (helix 6)
P16473 (54) | KLNYPRFLMCL (helix 2) | P37288 (52) | RTVMKMTFIV (helix 6)
Q6WS54 (55) | KKSMRMTFVTQ (helix 2) | P47901 (52) | RTVMKMTFIV (helix 6)
P30559 (55) | KHSRFLLFMVL (helix 2) | P49019 (32) | RIHFHL (helix 6)
Q9NYW0 (55) | KLSFGTFLG (helix 2) | P49683 (32) | RRRTFCLL (helix 6)
P21453 (55) | RPLYYFIGNL (helix 2) | O14514 (32) | RSLALVLQ (helix 6)
P43220 (55) | RALSIFKDAAL (helix 2) | Q9UP38 (32) | RIGVFSVL (helix 6)
P34969 (42) | ROPSFLVL (helix 2) | Q9ULW2v (32) | RIGVFSVL (helix 6)
P29371 (42) | RTVNYFLV (helix 2) | Q14332 (32) | RIGVFSVL (helix 6)
O43613 (42) | RTVNYFIV (helix 2) | Q9NPB1 (32) | RIGVFSIL (helix 6)
O43614 (42) | RTVNYFIV (helix 2) | Q13467 (32) | RIGFTE (helix 6)
O95977 (42) | RIVWYYCLV (helix 2) | O0353 (32) | RIGVFSGL (helix 6)
P21452 (42) | RTVNYFIV (helix 2) | Q75084 (32) | RIGVFSVL (helix 6)
P25103 (42) | RTVNYFIV (helix 2) | Q9H461 (32) | RIGLFTVL (helix 6)
P35368 (42) | RTVNYFIV (helix 2) | O14514 (32) | RSLALVLQ (helix 6)

Table 5. Resultant prediction of cholesterol from GPCR receptor for backward motif

Identification number of protein with Motif Type | Sequence of motif and helix name | Identification number of protein with Motif Type | Sequence of motif and helix name
--- | --- | --- | ---
P49238 (55) | KSVTDDYLLNL (helix 2) | P03399 (42) | ROPLNYLV (helix 2)
P41143 (55) | KATATNNILNL (helix 2) | Q66V2L (42) | RHHWFVGVL (helix 3)
P41145 (55) | KATATNNILNL (helix 2) | Q9BZ6 (42) | RUSAMFDFW (helix 3)

Table 5 shows resultant prediction of cholesterol from GPCR receptor for backward motif. All the motif sequences for forward motif was mentioned in table 4. Like table 4, all the motif sequences of table 5 have been predicted for backward direction. Here the CARC (K/RX-1-5 YX1-5 L/V) formula has been implemented for prediction. Here we took one predicted motif sequence...
First position of sequence motif is either K or R and middle part is constant I that is Y and the last position it contains either amino acid L or V. From this analysis we found backward motifs target the membrane proteins more in comparison to forward motifs. Most of the target sites are under higher motif 55, 52, 45, 42, 35 etc. and helix are 5, 2, 7, 3, 6.

3.4 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

In Table 6, we have compared FCM model, rough set with FCM model and our proposed model to showcase the efficacy of the proposed model in terms of discovering suitable types of motifs. Target site of helix by FCM model was found to be h2, h5 and h7 having motif type 11, 12, 21, 54, 34. Further, target site of helix by rough set with FCM model was found to be h2, h3, h5 and h7 having motif type 21, 51, 44, 54, 25, 53. Our proposed model discovers the target site of helix as h2, h3, h5 and h7 and extra helix in h6. Also their motif types are 55, 52, 45, 42, 35 which is higher than the existing models.

Table 6. Motif type comparison by different methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Helix Name</th>
<th>Motif Type (Forward/Backward)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCM [1]</td>
<td>h2, h5, h7</td>
<td>11, 12, 21, 54, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough Set with FCM [28]</td>
<td>h2, h3, h5, h7</td>
<td>21, 51, 44, 54, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral with SVM (Proposed)</td>
<td>h2, h3, h5, h7, h6</td>
<td>55, 52, 45, 42, 35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we concentrated our work on prediction of uncovering membrane cholesterol from human GPCR super family. Frequently, such receptors are the most significant protein super family in biological membrane and play a substantial role in the transduction of signal across cell membranes. It also signifies as an essential drug target in all clinical fields. About 820 human proteins are included in this family. Membrane cholesterol has a modulatory role in the function of some GPCRs.

In our manuscript we have discussed about cellular receptor with membrane cholesterol. According to biological perspective GPCRs consist of large protein family in mammalian cells. The main functionality of these 7TM receptors is signal transduction among unlike cells. In human genome, cell membrane plays significant role. Cell membrane composed of different components. GPCRs are reported to be modulated by membrane cholesterol by interacting with these CRAC or CARC motifs present in the TM helices. Among all, cholesterol is one who is regulated by membrane proteins. From experiment, we found both forward and backward motif from different helices. Among all, we observed targeted sites are under higher motif 55, 52, 45, 42, 35 etc. and helix are 5, 2, 7, 3, 6.

Here, our experimental analyses conclude that prediction of membrane cholesterol with GPCR receptor using spectral and SVM performs well. Backward motif sequences target the protein sites greater than forward motif that means CARC algorithm has higher valid signature motifs which has clinical relevance.
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